PORTFOLIO

Top Quality ACM - Worldwide
4 production locations in 4 continents.
Production capacity; 12,000,000 m²
Technical and commercial assistance all around the world
In-house technology focused on high-quality products
**ALUCOIL** is a Spanish multinational company headquartered in Miranda de Ebro (Burgos - SPAIN), and part of the **ALIBERICO** - an industrial and technological group leaders in the aluminium industry.

**ALUCOIL**, with five modern factories in five continents (Europe, America, Africa & Oceania), is an experienced, innovation and growth oriented company, whose cutting-edge production lines turn out the most Advanced Products for Building, Marine, Railway, Solar Energy and Industrial applications.

The **LARSON** brand composite panel, produced uniquely by **ALUCOIL**, is one of the most recognized metal composite materials worldwide with the widest product range and presence in monumental architectural projects worldwide.

The entire **ALUCOIL** team is pleased to share this portfolio with you - featuring some of the most recent projects developed with **LARSON** composite panels across all five continents.

*Watch & Enjoy!*
1. MONUMENTAL ARCHITECTURE

Reina Sofia Art Museum (Madrid, SPAIN) — Porterville Court House (California, USA) — Gijón Aquarium (Gijón, SPAIN) — Centennial Olympic Park Burger Stand (Atlanta, USA) — Condominium (Burgos, SPAIN) — 5-Speed Circuit (Jerez, Spain) — South Strand Rec Center (Myrtle Beach, USA) — Real Sociedad Sports City (San Sebastian, SPAIN) — COMANAV Offices (Casablanca, MOROCCO) — Ducat Palace (Moscow, RUSSIA) — AQUA Building (Valencia, SPAIN) — First State Bank (Edgewood, USA) — Windsor House (Brough, UK) — Bull ring Plaza (Vitoria, SPAIN) — John and Francois Angelos Law Center (Baltimore, USA) — Private Residences CHUPANA (Santiago de Compostela, SPAIN) — South County Library (Virginia, USA) — Big House B Tallet (Copenhagen, DENMARK) — Portes de France (Paris, FRANCE) — MARCADIET Apartments (Paris, FRANCE) — Plaza on Sth (Iowa, USA) — Judges (Boat Valdeonas, SPAIN) — Toro Glasswall Retrofit (Ontario, USA) — TRI Veze (Bratislava, SLOVAKIA) — Private social care center (Barcelona, SPAIN) — Ferdinand (Bucharest, ROMANIA) — Fairdale Branch Library (Fairdale, USA) — Marie Curie Centre (Sevilla, SPAIN) — Lycee Vauban (FRANCE) — Alia apartments (Bucharest, ROMANIA) — UAE University (Al Ain, ABU DHABI) — Dubai Investments Headquarters (DUBAI) — Carolina Forest Rec Center (Myrtle Beach, USA) — Confederation Reach Building (Ontario, USA) — Sao Tomas College Mair (Liebon, PORTUGAL) — Innovative 1B USU Office Lab (Richland, USA) — Offices (Louvreo, PORTUGAL) — GH Victoria (Walbrycht, POLAND) — Bilderica Museum (Getaria, SPAIN) — Infant Sitting (Villadolid, SPAIN) — Ice Hockey Stadium (Bratislava, SLOVAKIA) — Genetos 28 Building (Benidorm, SPAIN) — College Weert (Weert, NETHERLANDS) — Captain (Laredo, SPAIN) — YMCA (New Jersey, USA) — Offices and Apartments (Kaslo, SLOVAKIA) — Factory Cereal Decks (Camisano Vincenzo, ITALY) — University (Toulouse, FRANCE) — Musikacademie (Dilbeek, BELGIUM) — Marine Life Building (Ibiza, SPAIN) — Eastern Boulevard (Leicester, UK) — 733 10th Street (Washington, USA) — Space Center Plaza (Houston, USA) —
1. Choupana Apartments: larson® White
   - Santiago de Compostela (SPAIN). 2. Sports
   Center Alicante: larson® Multicolour - Al-
   cante (SPAIN). 3. Circuit of Jerez Rally:
   larson® Silver Metallic Jerez (SPAIN). 4. AEC:
   larson® Cream Chartres (FRANCE).
5. Reina Sofia Art Museum: larson®

“ALUCOIL, always one step ahead.”
2. HOTELS

Four Seasons (Ontario, USA) – Grand Casino Hotel (Badajoz, SPAIN) – Barceló Hotel (Bilbao, Spain) – CEAD EXPRESS Hotel (Lugo, SPAIN) – i-Hotel Ciudad de la Imagen (Madrid, SPAIN) – COLON Hotel (Madrid, SPAIN) – Guadalpin Hotel (Marbella, SPAIN) – LAKUA Hotel (Vitoria, SPAIN) – Orange Hotel (POLAND) – RENAISSANCE Hotel (Barcelona, SPAIN) – MY Hotel (Bologna, ITALY) – Park Inn Hotel (Krakow, POLAND) – A1A Hotel (Venezia, ITALY) – Breaking Business Hotel (Mosciano S-Angelo, ITALY) – Panorama Hotel (Vrsar, CROATIA) – Angelo Hotel (Katowice, POLAND) – NH Hotel (Cijen, SPAIN) – Imperhotel (Fatima, PORTUGAL) – Genfer Hotel (Wrocław, POLAND) – Beverly Park Hotel (Blanes, SPAIN) – Novotel (Barcelona, SPAIN) – NH Pueblo de Segovia (Valencia, SPAIN) – Barceló Royal Hotel (Barcelona, SPAIN) – Sofia Hotel (Skopje, SPAIN) – Cuzco Hotel (Madrid, SPAIN) – Catalonia Hotel (Barcelona, SPAIN).
22. Sofia Hotel: **larson®** Pure White - Sitges (SPAIN),
23. Cuco Hotel: **larson®** - Madrid (SPAIN),
24. RENAISSANCE Hotel: **larson®** RAL 5014 - Barcelona (SPAIN),
25. Grand Casino Hotel: **larson®** Grey Metallic - Badajoz (SPAIN),
26. Barceló Hotel: **larson®** Light Grey - Bilbao (SPAIN),
27. Hôtel Ciudad de la Imagen: **larson wood®** - Madrid (SPAIN),
28. Guadalpin Hotel: **larson wood®** - Marbella (SPAIN),
“ALUCOIL, Top Quality Innovative Products.”
3. AIRPORTS AND HOSPITALS

Aerodrome Vochera (Paris, ITALY) - Mohamed V Airport (Casablanca, MOROCCO) - Leon Airport (Leon, SPAIN) - Barcelona Airport (Barcelona, SPAIN) - Otopeni International Airport (Bucharest, ROMANIA) - Jasionka Airport (Rzeszow, POLAND) - Airport Florence (Florence, ITALY) - La Gomera Hospital (Canary Island, SPAIN) - Albacete Hospital (Albacete, SPAIN) - Ávila Hospital (Ávila, SPAIN) - San Rafael Hospital (A Coruña, SPAIN) - Hornez Hospital (Malaga, SPAIN) - North Hospital (Madrid, SPAIN) - South Hospital (Madrid, SPAIN) - Tajo Hospital (Aranjuez, SPAIN) - Juan Canalejo Hospital (A Coruña, SPAIN) - Monte Príncipe Hospital (Madrid, SPAIN) - Sanchimeno Hospital (Madrid, SPAIN) - Ramón y Cajal Hospital (Madrid, SPAIN) - Tenon Hospital (Paris, FRANCE) - Leon Hospital (Leon, SPAIN) - Hospital of Cartagena (Cartagena, SPAIN) - Áviles Hospital (Áviles, SPAIN).
larson®

Iarson®

“ALUCOIL, Global Products with Local Customer Service.”
larson®

48. De la Croix St. Simon Hospital: larson® Champagne, Cooper Metallic and Manganese - Paris (FRANCE).
49. Hospital de Valdecilla: larson® Silver Metallic - Santander (SPAIN).
50. Tenon Hospital: larson® Silver - Paris (FRANCE).
51. Cartagena Hospital: larson® Bronze Metallic and larson wood® - Cartagena (SPAIN).
52. Voghera’s Airport: larson® - Pavia (ITALY).
54. Albacete Hospital: larson® Silver Metallic - Albacete (SPAIN).
55. Avila Hospital: larson® Silver Metallic - Avila (SPAIN).
4. COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

PELLICANO Mall (Granell, ITALY) – OPTION Shopping Center (Madrid, SPAIN) – Carrefour (Saran, FRANCE) – Xanadu Shopping Center (Madrid, SPAIN) – shopping delight – (Aranjuez, Spain) –
BERCIAI Mall – (Logroño, Spain) – BOULEVARD Mall – (Vitoria, Spain) – Mall THE TROUGH – (Madrid, Spain) – RIVASCENTRO Mall – (Madrid, Spain) – THADER Mall – (Murcia, Spain) –
City Park Mall – (Constanța, Romania) – City West Shopping Centre – (Dublin, Ireland) – El Corte Inglés Shopping Center – (Aviles, Cadiz, Getafe, Sanchinarro, Salamanca, Tarragona – Spain) –
Bricor – (Alcalá de Henares; Spain) – Le Fontaine shopping center – (Catanzaro, Italy) – ODYSSEUM – (Montpellier, France) – INTERMARCHE – (France) – Ponsolis – (Nantes, France) –
Lectec – (Bresse, France) – Hyper U – (Saverne, France) – Supermarket EURO SPIN – (Macerata, Italy) – Center commercial Europa – (Parma, Italy) – Mercadona – (Manresa, Spain).
larson®

“ALUCOIL,
In-house Technology & Engineering.”

larson®

65. Supermarket EURO SPIN: larson®
Silver Metallic and larson wood®
- Macerata (ITALY).

66. Mercadona:
larson® Pure White - Manresa (SPAIN).

5. CORPORATE IMAGE

“ALUCOIL, Market Leader in Product Range.”
6. INTERIOR DESIGN

“ALUCOIL, Blending Quality and Design.”

larson®

80. Clarion Hotel larson® White and Alu-Brush - Trondheim (NORWAY).
85. Busse: signi® - Chamber of Commerce and Symphony Orchestra of Euskadi (SPAIN).
86. SMART Dealer: larson® Silver Metallic - Paris (FRANCE).
larson®

Top Quality ACM - Worldwide

www.alucoil.com